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1

Follow these few steps to calibrate the N2O Wastewater
Sensor. We recommend re-calibrating bimonthly and
when the average wastewater temperature changes by
more than 3 degrees.

3

Fill a stable bucket with 4 liters of tap water. The tap water
temperature should be close to that of the process water.
Measure the temperature of the tap water and place the
sensor in the bucket. Let the sensor signal stabilize.

This temperature must be entered in step

10

below !

2

After installing the N2O Wastewater Sensor or replacing the
sensor head, let the sensor stabilize for at least 4 hours
or preferable overnight. This will give the best calibration
result with zero drift!

4

On the controller screen, check for a stable sensor signal.
Press the grey lowest left button, reading Operator
(Password: 1234) to access the Device menu.

5

Follow the pathway to begin the calibration. Access the
Two-point calibration mode for N2O Sensor 1 or 2 as
depicted above.

7

Break the neck of the ampule. Continue immediately to
use the syringe and needle to slowly draw out 5 mL of the
liquid. Inject the stock solution to the tap water. Stir gently
with the N2O Sensor.
IMPORTANT: Avoid that the stock solution comes in contact
with air, by injecting it underwater.

9

Finally enter the Device menu again. Access the User level
to set the temperature of the tap water.

6

The zero level calibration is done in pure water. Press OK
to enter the Reference input screen. Tap the blue number
field to enter a value of zero. Press OK

8

IMPORTANT: Press the OK button right after the signal
has stabilized, as the signal start to drop shortly after.
Tap the blue number field and enter a value of 0.94.

10

For the calibrated sensor, enter the water temperature of
the tap water used for calibration and press OK. You have
succesfully calibrated the sensor. We recommend that you
calibrate again in two months.

